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Abstract
As sensor networks are deployed in adversarial envi-
ronments and used for critical applications such as bat-
tlefield surveillance and medical monitoring, security
weaknesses become a big concern. The severe resource
constraints of WSNs give rise to the need for resource
bound security solutions.

In this paper we present SIGF (Secure Implicit Ge-
ographic Forwarding), a configurable secure routing
protocol family for wireless sensor networks that pro-
vides “good enough” security and high performance.
By avoiding or limiting shared state, the protocols pre-
vent many common attacks against routing, and contain
others to the local neighborhood.

SIGF makes explicit the tradeoff between security
provided and state which must be stored and main-
tained. It comprises three protocols, each forming a
basis for the next: SIGF-0 keeps no state, but pro-
vides probabilistic defenses; SIGF-1 uses local his-
tory and reputation to avoid attackers; and SIGF-2 uses
neighborhood-shared state to provide stronger security
guarantees.

Our performance evaluation shows that SIGF achieves
high packet delivery ratios with low overhead and end-
to-end delay. We evaluate the security of SIGF pro-
tocols under various security attacks and show that
it effectively contains the damage from compromised
nodes and defends against black hole, selective for-
warding, Sybil, and some denial of service attacks.
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1. Introduction
Security is critical for many wireless sensor network
applications such as battlefield surveillance, medical
monitoring, and emergency response. However, many
security mechanisms developed for the Internet or ad-
hoc networks cannot be applied directly to wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) due to their limited resources
in computation, memory, communication bandwidth,
and energy.

The severe resource constraints of WSNs give rise to
the need for resource bound security solutions. There
are at least two interesting aspects of this concept.
First, individual security mechanisms must be efficient
in memory, computation, energy and bandwidth. For
example, certain cryptographic schemes are inappro-
priate because ciphertext message expansion results in
costly memory, bandwidth and energy use. Second, the
resource consumption of all security mechanisms in-
stalled together at a node must not exceed the amount
of resources allocated for security and they cannot de-
grade performance to an unacceptable level during nor-
mal operation nor when an attack is underway.

It is not possible in today’s state of the art to include
strong security mechanisms for each of the services at a
node such as medium access control, routing, localiza-
tion, time synchronization, power management, sens-
ing, and group management. Consequently, even if a
secure (to a wide variety of attacks) routing protocol
is implemented, it may suffer from low efficiency and
would not protect against attacks on the other services.

Our approach for resource bound security is to have
minimal active security protection. This results in very
high performance and minimal resource consumption
when no attacks are underway. Then upon detecting
an attack or if the system designers expect increased
threats, the appropriate security mechanism is acti-
vated. The result is not 100% security protection—but
good enough security, activated at the right time. This



general approach makes it possible to have high per-
formance and to react to current security attacks, and
is even more evolvable to new attacks than approaches
that fix a set of solutions into a node.

In this paper we present Secure Implicit Geographic
Forwarding (SIGF), a family of configurable secure
routing protocols that follow this general approach. For
a complete WSN solution similar families of protocols
would be required for each of the other services.

SIGF is based on IGF [1], a nondeterministic Net-
work/MAC hybrid routing protocol that is completely
stateless. This allows it to handle network dynamics ef-
fortlessly, and intrinsically limits the effects of a com-
promised node to a local area. There are no routing ta-
bles to corrupt, since forwarding decisions are made
as late as possible—when a packet is ready to transmit.
Nevertheless, it is susceptible in the local neighborhood
to a simple CTS rushing attack.

SIGF comprises three protocols which extend IGF
and populate the gap between pure statelessness and
traditional shared-state security. SIGF-0 keeps no state,
but uses nondeterminism and candidate sampling to
achieve high packet delivery ratios probabilistically.
SIGF-1 keeps local state, building reputations for its
neighbors to aid in next-hop selection. SIGF-2 uses
state shared with neighbors to provide the strongest de-
fense against attack, yet at the greatest cost. Each proto-
col encompasses the features of the previous, layering
additional mechanisms to defend against more sophis-
ticated attacks. The layered family of protocols allows
a network to activate only the protections currently nec-
essary, and to change to stronger ones only if they are
warranted.

We evaluate the performance of each protocol by
simulating with no attacks, and with black hole, selec-
tive forwarding, Sybil, and denial of service attacks.
We show that each protocol represents a tradeoff be-
tween state and security, and that despite keeping no
state, SIGF-0 performs well.

We make several contributions in this work. First,
we show that even with no security countermeasures,
the base protocol IGF has desirable attack contain-
ment properties, but nevertheless falls to several at-
tacks that completely disrupt communication in a local
neighborhood. Then we present the design and evalu-
ation of SIGF, a secure routing protocol family built
upon IGF. We show that the stateless SIGF-0 protocol
maintains 45% packet delivery ratio (PDR) under black
hole attack from a single node, and that the reputation-
based SIGF-1 achieves 83% PDR under Sybil attack.
To the best of our knowledge, SIGF is the first config-
urable routing protocol for WSNs that makes explicit
the tradeoffs between resources required and security

provided, and enables resource bound security that is
both efficient and effective.

It is possible that some WSNs require much stronger
security than what our dynamic approach offers. How-
ever, no perfect solution exists—nor is likely to exist on
severely resource constrained devices. Our approach,
as exemplified by the SIGF routing protocols presented
in this paper, can significantly improve security (not
make it absolute), allow operation in the presence of
attacks, and support a high performance system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
the next section we briefly review our foundational
routing protocol, IGF. Then Section 3 describes sys-
tem assumptions and routing attacks on IGF. Section 4
presents SIGF, our secure routing protocol family. In
Section 5 we present our experiments and a detailed
evaluation of the protocols under various attacks. Fi-
nally, we discuss related work in Section 6 and then
conclude.

2. Implicit Geographic Forwarding
Our foundational routing protocol is Implicit Geo-
graphic Forwarding (IGF), which is completely state-
less, without dependence on knowledge of the net-
work topology or the presence/absence of any other
nodes [1]. It makes nondeterministic routing decisions,
implicitly allowing receiving nodes to determine a
packet’s next-hop at transmission time. IGF couples
the routing and MAC components into a single inte-
grated Network/MAC protocol. It identifies the best
forwarding candidate during MAC-layer handshaking
at the instant a packet is sent.
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Figure 1. Forwarding area for message sender S.

Figure 1 presents an example topology, where source
node S transmits a message toward D. Routing is inte-
grated with the RTS/CTS hand-shake of MACA/802.11
[9] DCF MAC protocols. Overhead from the small con-
trol messages is acceptable for the stateless benefits
they provide, and are negligible in WSNs that carry
moderate or large packet loads of aggregated data.

The communication handshake for this example
topology is shown in Figure 2. It begins when the
sender S’s NAV timer is zero and it carrier senses an
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idle channel for DIFS time. Having verified that the
channel is free, S broadcasts an Open RTS (ORTS)
containing its location S and destination D.

Neighbors are eligible to forward the message if they
are within a 60◦ sextant centered on the direct line from
the sender to the destination (the forwarding area). We
call the nodes in the forwarding area candidate nodes.
Such nodes set a CTS Response timer inversely pro-
portional to a weighted sum of their distance from the
sender, remaining energy, and perpendicular distance
to a line from the sender to the destination. This favors
the nodes that are more desirable for forwarding.
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Figure 2. IGF handshake timeline.

On the expiry of a node’s CTS response timer, it
responds with a CTS packet, and the data is transferred
from the Open RTS sender in a DATA message. The
valid duration of the CTS timers is called the CTS-
response window. Ideally, other candidate nodes can
hear the CTS (by virtue of lying inside the sextant)
and cancel their timers before the end of the window.
Therefore, in IGF, a single node with the shortest CTS
response timer responds to the ORTS. 1

Since IGF keeps no routing state information, it
provides fault tolerance and is robust under topology
changes. It also eliminates expensive communication
for routing and neighbor information maintenance, and
the associated routing latency. Using the concept of
lazy binding, the IGF protocol defers next-hop selec-
tion until the packet forwarding operation actually hap-
pens at a sending node. Lazy binding dramatically re-
duces the chance that packets are forwarded to a node
that fails, moves out of range, or transits to a sleep state,
and also enables the use of recently awakened or newly
arriving nodes.

Compared with other established protocols for sen-
sor and ad-hoc networks (such as GPSR [13], DSR
[10], and LAR [15]), IGF achieves up to a ten-fold in-
crease in delivery ratio and significantly reduces both
end-to-end delay and control overhead. It is therefore a
good protocol to serve as a foundation for secure rout-
ing.

1 IGF deals with network voids by shifting the forwarding sextant
to the side and retrying [1]. SIGF inherits this mechanism, which
we do not discuss further in this paper.

IGF has no routing tables, so it naturally confines
the attacker’s impact to the neighborhood and prevents
attacks such as spoofing, altering, or replacing routing
information. This is a significant advantage over link-
state and distance vector routing protocols, which must
carefully manage updates and route requests to avoid
contamination by attackers.

Unfortunately, a single attacker can completely dis-
rupt routing for all of its neighbors. For example, the
attacker arranges for itself to be chosen as the next-
hop relay simply by sending an immediate CTS mes-
sage upon receiving an ORTS. When the attacker gets
the DATA, it replies with an ACK, but drops the DATA
packet. The packet delivery ratio becomes zero—a sim-
ple attack, but devastating in the local neighborhood.

We designed SIGF to secure routing in the local
neighborhood while preserving the performance and at-
tack containment properties of IGF. Section 4 presents
our secure routing protocol family in detail.

3. Assumptions and Attacks
Routing is an essential service for enabling communi-
cation in sensor networks, and is therefore potentially
the target of many different attacks. First, we identify
our assumptions about the system. We review the gen-
eral classes of attacks on sensor network routing, then
focus on attack mechanisms specific to our protocol in
the next section.

3.1 System Assumptions
We assume that radio links are insecure, i.e., attackers
may eavesdrop on radio transmissions, inject messages,
and record and later replay messages. If an attacker is
able to interact with the routing protocol, it can also
drop messages for which it is responsible. Attackers
possess hardware capabilities similar to that of legiti-
mate nodes, and wireless transmissions use the same
power levels.

All nodes know their own location, and may addi-
tionally know that of their neighbors (in SIGF-1 and
SIGF-2). Nodes know the location of important re-
sources, like base stations, and use it for geographic
routing.

We do not require time synchronization among
nodes. For SIGF-0 and SIGF-1, no shared keys are re-
quired between nodes in the network. SIGF-2 assumes
the presence of pairwise-shared keys in the neighbor-
hood, which may be fulfilled by many different key
distribution schemes in the literature [4, 2, 25]. Nodes
trust their own clocks, measurements, and storage.
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3.2 Routing Attacks
Karlof and Wagner [12] and others [22, 18] have sys-
tematically studied attacks on routing protocols. We
summarize these attacks below, noting whether they are
applicable to IGF (and therefore to SIGF). Then we dis-
cuss those attacks which are not obviously thwarted in
greater detail.
1. Routing state corruption. By spoofing, altering, or

replaying routing information, attackers are able to
create routing loops, attract or redirect network traf-
fic, increase end-to-end delay, etc. IGF keeps no in-
formation, and SIGF keeps only locally generated
information.

2. Wormholes. In this attack, an adversary tunnels mes-
sages received in one part of the network over a low
latency link and replays them elsewhere. Since IGF
chooses the next-hop dynamically, a wormhole does
not cause disruption when it ceases to operate.

3. HELLO floods. An attacker convinces nodes in the
network that the attacker is a neighbor by broadcast-
ing HELLO messages with high energy. As with the
wormhole attack, dynamic routing in IGF prevents
disruption by a HELLO flood.

4. Black holes. In a black hole attack, an adversary or
compromised node lures nearly all the traffic from
a particular area through itself, where the messages
are dropped. We further discuss this attack below.

5. Selective forwarding. Attackers selectively forward
packets instead of faithfully forwarding all received
packets or completely dropping all packets. At one
end of the spectrum, messages are rarely dropped.
At the other end is a black hole attack. We group
this attack with the black hole attack since its mech-
anism is the same and consider its impact on IGF.

6. Sybil attack. In the Sybil attack, a malicious node
behaves as if it were a larger number of nodes by
impersonating other nodes or simply by claiming
false identities. We further discuss this attack below.

7. Denial of Service. Most attacks result in a denial of
service of some sort, but this moniker is usually re-
served for attacks that waste resources or disrupt ser-
vice in a way that far exceeds the effort required of
an attacker. Message amplification and jamming are
general examples. We consider specific mechanisms
for mounting this attack on IGF below.
In an insider attack, a compromised node uses any

means available to legitimate nodes to disrupt the pro-
tocol or perform one of the other specific attacks listed
above. All state, including keys possessed by the node,
may be used by the attacker.

Since IGF keeps no routing tables, it prevents at-
tacks such as state corruption, wormholes, and HELLO
floods. Further, the impact of attacks is limited to the

local area, since routing is fully distributed and inde-
pendent from hop to hop. IGF and SIGF do not trust
neighboring nodes to behave correctly, so they are re-
sistant to attacks from outsiders and insiders alike.

The main attacks available to an adversary are to
create a black hole, pose as multiple identities (Sybil
attack), or disrupt the routing protocol through denial
of service attacks. We describe specific mechanisms for
performing these attacks on IGF in the next sections.
When we describe and evaluate SIGF in Sections 4–5,
we focus particularly on its resilience to these attacks.

3.2.1 Black Hole / Selective Forwarding Attack
Within the local neighborhood, the easiest way for an
attacker to create a black hole is to manage to always
be selected by neighbors as the next hop, whether this
is proper, or not.

In the CTS rushing attack, an attacker exploits the
cooperative nature of IGF’s next-hop selection. When
an Open RTS (ORTS) message is received, neighbors
set timers proportional to their desirability as forward-
ing candidates. The attacker disregards this mechanism
and always replies immediately with a CTS, volunteer-
ing to forward the packet. Once selected as the next
relay, the attacker may modify, totally drop (black hole
attack) or selectively forward the DATA message. This
attack is very effective against IGF, easy to perform,
and requires moderate power consumption, as it is com-
pletely reactive.
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Figure 3. CTS Rushing Attack by A against S.

Figure 3 shows how this attack works. When at-
tacker A overhears an ORTS message, it sends a CTS
message, whether it is in the forwarding area or not.
Other nodes overhear the CTS from the attacker and
abort the protocol. Unsuspecting ORTS senders in the
neighborhood of the attacker always choose to send
their messages into the black hole created by A.

3.2.2 Sybil Attack
In a Sybil attack, an attacker illegitimately claims to
be multiple nodes by sending messages with differ-
ent identities and locations. Its additional identities are
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virtual Sybil nodes. Without cryptographic authentica-
tion, a receiver of a message cannot determine the true
identity of its originator, and does not know how many
of the claimed identities are truly unique. Our founda-
tional routing protocol IGF is vulnerable to Sybil attack
because it does not maintain any neighborhood state
with which to validate the identities.

Identity and Location. A Sybil node can either fab-
ricate a new identity, or steal an identity from a legiti-
mate node [18]. In our experiments, an attacker creates
several Sybil nodes surrounding its true location and
assigns each either a random or fixed location.

Communication. We assume Sybil nodes can com-
municate directly with legitimate nodes in the follow-
ing way. When a legitimate node sends a message to
a Sybil node, the attacker overhears the message. Like-
wise, messages sent from Sybil nodes are actually from
the attacker, but with the proper identity enclosed.

4. DATA

1. ORTS
3. CTS
5. ACK

S A

2. Sybil "Responds"

Figure 4. Node A performs a Sybil attack against S.

Communication with a Sybil node is illustrated in
Figure 4. After receiving an ORTS message, the at-
tacker sends a CTS addressed from one of the Sybil
nodes. Once the Sybil node is selected as the next relay,
the attacker overhears and acknowledges the DATA. It
can then drop, tamper, or forward the DATA in a black
hole or selective forwarding attack.

3.2.3 Denial of Service Attack
The goal of this type of attack is to deny service to
the nearby nodes in a manner that is less intrusive and
costly than jamming. The attacker partially executes
the IGF protocol to cause nearby nodes to waste energy
transmitting messages, waste time waiting on comple-
tion of the protocol, or prematurely abort the protocol.
We describe two specific attacks which cause denial
of service by recording and replaying legitimate mes-
sages.

In an ORTS replay attack, a node captures an over-
heard ORTS message and subsequently replays it re-
peatedly. Each time it is replayed, neighbors of the
attacker respond with CTS messages and wait for data
exchange. The wireless channel cannot be used in this

local neighborhood for legitimate traffic during the
CTS collection window.

In a CTS replay attack, the old CTS message falsely
causes other eligible receivers in IGF to abort the pro-
tocol (cancel their CTS response timers). The ORTS
sender selects an unsuspecting or absent node (the orig-
inator of the captured CTS) as the next hop. The sender
transmits the DATA, wasting energy and channel ca-
pacity, and then must retry or drop the DATA message
when no acknowledgement is forthcoming. A captured
ACK could be replayed by the attacker as well, causing
the sender to believe the transmission was successful.

This attack is less costly to the attacker than an
ORTS replay because it is reactive: the protocol is only
disrupted when a neighbor actually tries to send a mes-
sage.

4. SIGF: Secure IGF
We propose a novel secure routing protocol family,
called Secure IGF (SIGF) which keeps the advantages
of dynamic binding in IGF, yet provides effective de-
fenses against the attacks discussed above. The proto-
cols provide tradeoffs between security and state main-
tenance, and configurability that can be adapted at run-
time.

The configurability of the SIGF protocol family
gives a significant advantage over other more static
routing protocols. Some provide no security, while oth-
ers provide strong guarantees—but at the cost of more
assumptions, computation, and communication. These
higher costs must be borne even when no attacks are
occurring. SIGF protocols can be selected and config-
ured for the security requirements of a particular de-
ployment.

Network planners can select among three classes
of security solutions, grouped by the amount of state
they keep: no state (SIGF-0), locally generated state
(SIGF-1), and pairwise-shared state within the neigh-
borhood (SIGF-2). This choice is currently static, but
in the future will be dynamically adjustable.

SIGF-0 is a stateless protocol that maintains no rout-
ing information, but provides only probabilistic de-
fenses against attack. SIGF-1 keeps limited informa-
tion learned from interactions with neighbors. SIGF-2
uses keys and sequence numbers shared among neigh-
bors to provide cryptographic guarantees in routing.
Each protocol is a subset of the next. That is, SIGF-1
uses mechanisms from SIGF-0, and likewise SIGF-2
uses some from SIGF-1.

The main weakness of a last-instant dynamic bind-
ing approach, as used by IGF, is in the selection of the
next-hop relay. Each of these protocols uses different
means to prevent or minimize the probability of select-
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1 if (include destination)
2 ORTS ← 〈S, Slocation , D,Dlocation ,FwdArea〉
3 else
4 ORTS ← 〈S〉

6 broadcast ORTS message

8 /∗ Every neighbor N receives ORTS message,
and if in FwdArea, sets CTS response
timer proportional to next−hop
desirability , sending CTS = 〈N,Nlocation 〉
upon expiry. ∗/

10 CTS candidates ← ∅
11 while (collection window open)
12 if (CTS received AND Nlocation ∈ FwdArea)
13 add N to CTS candidates

15 choose C ∈ CTS candidates for next hop
16 send DATA to C

Algorithm 1. SIGF-0 next-hop selection for message
from current node S to ultimate destination D.

ing an attacker as the relay, while achieving high packet
delivery rates with low delay and overhead.

In the following sections we present each protocol in
turn.

4.1 SIGF-0: Stateless Secure IGF
SIGF-0 is the basis of the other protocols in the Se-
cure IGF family. Without keeping forwarding history
or information about neighbors, it chooses the next-
hop relay non-deterministically and dynamically. This
lessens, but does not eliminate, the chance of selecting
an attacker in the neighborhood.

The logic for sending a message from source S to
destination D is shown in Algorithm 1. The ORTS mes-
sage (as described in Section 2) is constructed in Lines
1–4 and broadcast to the one-hop neighbors in Line 6.
Neighbors of S that receive the ORTS and which are
in the forwarding area start CTS response timers. Upon
timer expiry, a node sends a CTS response that includes
its own location. In Lines 10–13, node S collects CTS
responses until the collection window closes. Then a
candidate C is chosen among the responders and the
DATA is relayed to node C .

The algorithm is configurable in four dimensions,
each of which is described here. Each is annotated with
the list of options and the line number in Algorithm 1
where it appears.

1. Forwarding Area ∈ {60◦ sextant, closer, whole
neighborhood} Line 2
In the foundational routing protocol IGF, a 60◦

sextant toward the destination is always used as
the forwarding area. This gives some assurance
that CTS responders can overhear each other and
cancel their timers.
In the presence of multiple

O

neighborhood
whole

closer

60  sextantS

neighboring adversaries,
however, this sextant may
not provide enough re-
sponses from which to
select. Low-density deploy-
ments allow attackers to fill
the CTS candidate set to
the exclusion of legitimate
forwarders. SIGF-0 allows the use of larger
forwarding areas, since for a given number of
attackers this increases the probability of selecting
a legitimate node. In addition to the 60◦ sextant,
any node that is closer to the destination than the
sender may respond, or all neighbors may respond.

Performance is affected both by allowing mes-
sages to take longer paths, and by lengthening the
collection window to accomodate greater CTS can-
didates. However, this is offset by the ease with
which multiple attackers may capture forwarding
when the narrower sextant is used. Allowing more
neighbors to be considered in the forwarding area
does not automatically cause worse performance
when there are no attacks, since correct nodes still
respond according to their desirability for forward-
ing (as described in Section 2).

2. Collection Window ∈ {one responder, fixed multi-
ple, dynamically lengthened} Line 11

SIGF-0 collects one or more CTS messages be-
fore choosing the next-hop relay among them. IGF
closes the collection window immediately upon re-
ceiving the first CTS, but this is vulnerable to the
CTS rushing attack presented earlier. The attacker
disregards the correct response delay and responds
first, creating a black hole in the neighborhood. Still,
this option is available in SIGF-0 since it provides
best performance (lowest delay and overhead) when
no attacker is present.

By allowing a longer collection window, SIGF-0
collects more CTS messages before selecting a re-
lay. The ORTS sender waits a fixed amount of time,
storing CTS responses. One is chosen according to
the criteria given in the next part. A fixed-length
window gives predictability and constant cost, and
allows CTS response timers to be scaled a priori to
avoid unnecessary contention during the window. A
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flag is included in the ORTS to prevent CTS respon-
ders from aborting the protocol when another CTS
is overheard.

If not enough CTS responses are received, the
window may optionally be extended dynamically.
At a greater cost in delay, this allows the ORTS
sender to collect enough responses to give better
assurance that an attacker is not chosen.

3. Forwarding Candidate Choice ∈ {first, by prior-
ity, random, multiple} Line 15

Given a set of forwarding candidates collected
during the window (CTS candidates in Algorithm 1),
this parameter determines how one is chosen to be
the next-hop relay. IGF always chooses the first re-
sponder, which is vulnerable to the CTS rushing at-
tack. We allow this option since it is compatible with
IGF and because it is most efficient when no attack-
ers are present.

Selecting by priority means choosing the node
that makes the most progress toward the ultimate
destination of the message. For other protocols, this
is extended to include other criteria. This option has
the advantage of minimizing path dilation when no
attacker is present.

Random selection is robust against a wide va-
riety of attackers, since it does not give credence
to the location information contained in the CTS.
The larger the pool of forwarding candidates, the
less likely that a neighboring attacker performing a
CTS rushing attack or masquerading as a legimitate
node is chosen. Performance suffers, however, since
progress toward the destination is erratic. Compared
with the impact of a black hole attack, this is most
likely an acceptable tradeoff.

More than one candidate may be chosen to re-
lay messages along multiple paths from sender to
receiver. This redundancy lessens the impact of at-
tackers met along the way, though if a fixed number
of attackers is present, the higher cost may be justi-
fied by its effectiveness.

4. Omit Location ∈ {yes, no} Line 1
Even when selecting among multiple responses

in the collection window, an attacker can manipulate
the choice if it is made by priority. Since the ORTS
includes the ultimate destination, an attacker can
fabricate an optimal location for inclusion in its CTS
to maximize its chances of being selected.

An option to omit the source and destination lo-
cations in the ORTS message mitigates this threat.
In this case, the neighbors of S cannot determine
whether they are in the forwarding area, nor how
close they lie to the line SD. Therefore, all neigh-
bors respond by setting timers proportional to their

remaining energy only. The ORTS sender then
chooses the relay according to the previous con-
figuration setting.

When the DATA message is relayed to the se-
lected node, it must contain the destination’s loca-
tion to enable subsequent routing.

Omitting the destination does not eliminate the
threat of a black hole attack, since an adversary
may infer the ultimate destination from a stream of
messages using traffic analysis. We do not consider
that attack in this paper.

Note that during protocol operation, both a sender
and its neighbors (forwarding candidates) retain some
state. It is transient, however, since it need not be re-
tained after the message is relayed. For this reason we
classify SIGF-0 as stateless.

SIGF-0 is compatible with IGF when the forwarding
area is a 60◦ sextant, the collection window is short
enough to contain one response, the first response is
selected, and the destination is included in the ORTS.

The configuration options presented give SIGF-0 ro-
bustness against a black hole caused by CTS rushing.
They are similar enough to IGF to allow a smooth, run-
time transition between option settings, according to
the current attack situation. We are exploring the dy-
namic transition between settings, and between proto-
cols in future work.

4.2 SIGF-1: Local-State Secure IGF
SIGF-1 builds on the capabilities and operation of
SIGF-0, while aiming to further reduce the chances
of selecting an attacker as the next-hop relay. By keep-
ing some limited information about its current state
and statistics of neighbor performance, a node can also
defend against Sybil attacks. This state is summarized
by a per-neighbor reputation value that influences the
choice of forwarding candidates.

Since the state kept is not shared with neighbors,
there is no overhead associated with initialization, syn-
chronization, or repair. By limiting the information to
that which can be verified locally, the protocol avoids
state corruption attacks. Further, neighborhood dynam-
ics due to mobility, failure, or transient communication
are still supported.

We classify state kept in SIGF-1 in three categories:
data about the local node, statistics about neighboring
nodes, and values derived from both together. Each is
presented below.

For the local node, we maintain T , the total number
of messages sent by the node to all neighbors. It is used
to calculate derived values for each neighbor. Nodes
also have a small buffer B in which recently relayed
messages are stored.
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For each neighbor N among those discovered dy-
namically (i.e., neighbor tables are not exchanged),
we keep the following:
1. Nsent = number of messages sent to neighbor N

for forwarding. It is increased by one each time N
is selected as the next-hop relay.

2. Nforward = number of messages forwarded by
neighbor N on this node’s behalf. This is counted
by overhearing a message on its retransmission by
node N to a downstream node, albeit imperfectly
due to collisions and asymmetries.

3. Nlocation = last claimed location of node N in its
CTS message.

4. Ndelay = average delay between relaying a mes-
sage to node N and overhearing the subsequent re-
lay of the same.
After transmitting a message to a neighboring node,

a copy of the message is stored in the message buffer B,
along with a timestamp. If the message is overheard on
its relay to a downstream node, the difference between
the recorded and current times is calculated and the
message is flushed from the buffer. Nforward and Ndelay

are updated as described above. In case the buffer fills
due to message loss or failure to overhear the relay, the
oldest message is replaced and the associated Ndelay is
updated with a fixed maximum delay D.

From the data collected during routing, other values
are derived which combine to determine a node’s repu-
tation. These are also maintained per-neighbor as they
are discovered.
5. Nsuccess =

Nforward

Nsent
= forwarding success ratio,

a measure of reliability. Neighbors which always
(verifiably) forward messages achieve high success
ratios. When first discovered and until the neighbor
forwards a message, it is given a neutral initial value
of 0.5.

6. Nfairness =
T−Nsent

T
= forwarding fairness ratio,

a measure of the distribution of relay choices among
neighbors. This promotes dispersion of next-hop re-
lay choices among similarly performing neighbors,
and reduces the likelihood of selecting an attacker
even before its misbehavior is detected. Initial value
is 0.5.

7. Nconsistency = a consistency score based on the
variance of neighbor N ’s claimed locations. When
Nlocation changes, the score is decreased additively
to penalize nodes which are either moving con-
stantly or lying about their locations. When the
claimed location remains the same, a small additive
reward is granted, increasing the score. The consis-
tency score saturates so as always to be in the inter-
val [0, 1]. A neutral initial value of 0.5 is assigned.

Parameter Description
α Forwarding success weight
β Forwarding fairness weight
γ Location consistency weight
ζ Forwarding performance weight

Rthreshold Reputation threshold

Table 1. System parameters for SIGF-1 to be deter-
mined statically by the network designer, or dynami-
cally at runtime.

8. Nperformance =

D−Ndelay

D
= forwarding perfor-

mance of the neighbor in terms of the maximum de-
lay D, a static system parameter. This favors nodes
which are able to quickly relay messages, due to
light congestion and correct behavior, and penalizes
nodes which are heavily congested or deliberately
delay or drop messages. A neutral initial value of
0.5 is assigned.
Each neighbor is assigned a reputation R comprising

a weighted linear combination of the above computed
values:

R = αNsuccess + βNfairness

+ γNconsistency + ζNperformance (1)

The terms are weighted according to the network de-
signer’s choice, with the limitation that all weights
must sum to unity. All terms and the computed rep-
utation are in the interval [0, 1]. The reputation is not
shared externally; it is used only on the local node for
ranking forwarding candidates.

SIGF-1 allows the weights to be assigned flexibly
so the designer can favor some neighbor properties
over others. The weights may also be adjusted dynam-
ically based on current conditions. For example, a high
weight for forwarding success ratio α may improve
performance during a black hole attack by degrading
attackers’ reputations more quickly. Table 1 summa-
rizes the configuration parameters of SIGF-1.

SIGF-1 builds upon the stateless algorithm and pro-
tocol. All the options described above for SIGF-0 are
still available. The Forwarding Area, Omit Location,
and Collection Window settings are orthogonal, al-
though a window for only one CTS responder does not
provide any real choice of forwarding candidate. The
key interaction is the use of reputation for choosing
among eligible candidates.

A reputation threshold Rthreshold is used to cull un-
desirable relays before applying the Forwarding Can-
didate Choice policy. All responders with reputations
below the threshold are eliminated from consideration.
Then the next-hop is chosen depending on the option
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in use: the first (i.e., earliest) responder, a random re-
sponder, or the responder with highest routing priority
(based on distance to destination, etc.).

The threshold is a system parameter that allows
nodes to avoid wasting energy sending a message to
a neighbor with known poor performance, even if it
claims to be the best route. The tradeoff is that a high
threshold may cause premature routing failure by elim-
inating too many neighbors from consideration. For
this reason, if no responders’ reputations are above
Rthreshold , we select the node with the highest repu-
tation, even if it is a sub-optimal route. This favors
routing success over performance when under attack.

Our experiments show that SIGF-1 effectively de-
fends against the black hole, selective forwarding, and
Sybil attacks when the next hop is selected using repu-
tation. When an attacker drops messages, its reputation
degrades quickly, as desired.

4.3 SIGF-2: Shared-State Secure IGF
Protection against attacks in SIGF-0 and SIGF-1 is
gained by adding nondeterminism to the already dy-
namic forwarding candidate selection. However, some
attacks still result in poor performance, since they go
beyond the protections afforded by probabilistic, fully
decentralized means.

SIGF-2 addresses this limitation by using state that
is shared among neighbors for cryptographic opera-
tions. This provides guarantees for authenticity, con-
fidentiality, integrity, and freshness that some other se-
cure routing protocols provide (discussed in Section 6),
but in the framework of a protocol family that can
also operate without them. It builds upon SIGF-0 and
SIGF-1, and inherits their configuration options.

The state required for use of SIGF-2 is described
below along with the protocol configuration options.
Many key pre-distribution or online key establishment
protocols have been proposed, many of which are suit-
able for supporting this protocol. One example is LEAP
[25], which provides both pairwise-shared keys be-
tween neighbors and neighborhood-shared keys for
broadcast.

Each option is described below, including its shared-
state requirements.

1. Message Authentication ∈ {all messages, only
DATA, none}

Authenticating messages cryptographically en-
sures that they originate from a neighbor with which
a node has pre-shared information. This prevents an
outside attacker from entering the network and be-
ing able to inject arbitrary messages. Using an ap-
propriate key, a message authentication code (MAC)
is computed over the header and payload and is ap-

pended to the message before transmission. Mes-
sage integrity is provided by the same mechanism.

All protocol messages (ORTS, CTS, DATA, ACK)
may be authenticated, or only the DATA portion.
The latter has lower computation and communica-
tion overhead, but does not prevent replay attacks,
but may prevent an attacker from hijacking a proto-
col exchange to insert false data.

Note that message authentication does not pre-
vent compromised nodes from participating in this
or any other protocol. Since they possess all the se-
curity information of the original nodes, they may
send any authenticated messages that the original
nodes could.

CTS, DATA, and ACK authentication uses a
shared key between the ORTS sender and the se-
lected relay. When authenticating the ORTS mes-
sage, a broadcast key must be used that is shared
with all potential forwarding candidates in the neigh-
borhood.

2. Message Sequencing ∈ {yes, no}
When message sequencing is enabled, protocol

messages include a monotonically increasing se-
quence number s. A receiver accepts a message
from neighbor N only if s > Nseq , the highest se-
quence number verifiably received from N . This
ensures that each message is fresh and prevents an
attacker from capturing and replaying old messages.
It requires that Nseq be stored for each neighbor and
updated upon each reception of an authentic mes-
sage.

Message sequencing only provides defense against
replay attacks if authentication is also in use. Oth-
erwise, an attacker can simply change the sequence
number when replaying a message, and it will not
be detected at the receiver.

3. Payload Encryption ∈ {yes, no}
Payload encryption uses a shared key between the

ORTS sender and the selected relay to conceal the
contents of a DATA message from eavesdropping
by attackers. This may also help to thwart traffic
analysis based on semantic contents of messages.

The use of authentication and sequencing in SIGF-2
prevents message injection by outsiders, since they do
not possess the keys to create valid MACs. Attackers
also may not replay ORTS and CTS messages to cause
denial of service from spuriously invoking or aborting
the protocol. Messages with old sequence numbers are
dropped.

SIGF-2 does not by itself prevent compromised
nodes from creating a black hole or other attack de-
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Protocol Approach Corruption Wormhole HELLO flood Black hole Sybil Replay DoS

IGF Dynamic Binding �

√
�

√
�

√
– – –

SIGF-0 Nondeterminism �

√
�

√
�

√
�

√
– –

SIGF-1 Local Reputation �

√
�

√
�

√
�

√
�

√
–

SIGF-2 Cryptography �

√
�

√
�

√
�

√
�

√
�

√

Table 2. Attacks resisted by IGF and SIGF protocols.

scribed in previous sections. It must be layered atop
SIGF-0 and SIGF-1 to retain these defenses.

End-to-end cryptographic protections may be em-
ployed at a higher level in the protocol stack. Such
mechanisms would affect only the payload of the
DATA message transparently to SIGF.

4.4 Discussion and Comparison
SIGF-0 inherits resistance to state corruption, worm-
hole, and HELLO flood attacks. In addition, it provides
robustness against a black hole by CTS rushing. How-
ever, its effectiveness is reduced when an attacker cre-
ates multiple identities and responds to an ORTS with
several CTS messages. Even with random selection
from a large window, this greatly increases the chances
of selecting the attacker.

SIGF-1 adds resistance to a Sybil attack by exploit-
ing locally generated information about neighbors. The
reputation calculation helps to distinguish between the
stable, well-behaved legitimate neighbors and the at-
tackers that lie about locations or do not forward pack-
ets reliably.

An attacker that replays others’ messages can still
mount a denial of service attack. To partially address
this, we allow SIGF-2 to use state that is shared with
its neighbors. Though the overhead is greater, this al-
lows for cryptographic guarantees of authenticity, in-
tegrity, freshness, and confidentiality. It does not pre-
vent flooding-type denial of service attacks, but miti-
gates against attackers using the protocol itself to cause
disruption.

Even for authentic messages in SIGF-2, nodes do
not completely trust neighbors. Methods of SIGF-0 and
SIGF-1 for sampling among multiple candidates and
ranking according to reputation are used to limit the
impact of a compromised node.

Table 2 summarizes which attacks from Section 3
are addressed by the SIGF protocols.

The SIGF family of protocols is designed to provide
several incremental steps between IGF and symmetric-
cryptography-based routing protocols. This gives the
network designer flexibility to choose a protocol stat-
ically based on application security requirements and
available resources. They can also be selected dynam-

ically through control logic that remains for future
work.

SIGF-0 reduces to emulating IGF operation with
the following settings: forwarding in a 60◦ sextant, a
collection window for one CTS, selecting the first one,
and not omitting the destination location.

A node using SIGF-0 can dynamically change to
SIGF-1 if notified by out-of-band means that attackers
are present, or upon detecting degraded performance.
Changing back again is as simple as releasing the state
collected. SIGF-2 requires that keys be shared a priori,
and so may not be available for dynamic selection at
runtime if the network started completely statelessly.
We investigate these issues in future work.

5. Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our secure routing pro-
tocol, we implementd SIGF in GloMoSim, a wireless
simulator for sensor, ad hoc, and mobile networks. Glo-
MoSim models the communication architecture from
physical-layer bit transmissions, including signal in-
terference and attenuation patterns, up the stack to
application-layer traffic loads. Our system parameters
are listed in Table 3.

Terrain 150 x 150 meters
Number of Nodes 196
Node Placement Grid + N (0, 16) noise
Application CBR streams
Payload Size 32 bytes
Simulation Length 100 packets, 10 runs
Radio Range 40 meters
Radio Bandwidth 200 kb/s

Table 3. GloMoSim simulation parameters.

For our experiments, we configured a terrain of 150
square meters, with 196 sensor nodes having commu-
nication radii of 40 meters. The terrain was subdi-
vided uniformly into 196 cells. A node was placed at
the center of each and then perturbed using a Gaus-
sian distribution with standard deviation of four me-
ters. We limited the duration of the CBR streams to
100 packets to emulate the type of traffic expected in
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low-bandwidth networks, and to avoid swamping initial
reputation transients with steady-state behavior. Data
shown in the graphs are the mean of ten simulation
runs. Figure 5 shows the final node locations and labels
for the source S, destination D, and attackers A1–4
used in the experiments.
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A4

Figure 5. Locations for 196 nodes in GloMoSim
150x150m field. Nodes are first placed uniformly on
a grid, then perturbed by a N (0, 16) distribution.

We evaluated the performance of SIGF-0, SIGF-1,
and SIGF-2 under six scenarios. In the base system test,
we compare GF [5], DSR [10], IGF, and SIGF without
any attacks. Then we evaluate SIGF under black hole,
selective forwarding, and Sybil attacks. Denial of ser-
vice attacks are considered in the last two experiments.

Configurations used for the experiments that follow
are shown in Table 4. The labels given there are used in
the discussions and legends of figures that follow.

5.1 Base System (No Attacks)
We consider the first set of experiments as a baseline
for comparison. It tests many-to-many constant bit rate
(CBR) traffic flows, which mimic the periodic point-
to-point communication expected in such systems, for
example from an event of interest back to a base station.

Results show that under increasing traffic load, SIGF
modestly increases the overhead from message ex-
change and the end-to-end delay, but maintains high
packet delivery ratios.

From Figure 6(a) we see that GF, IGF, and SIGF
have comparable delivery ratios (90–100%) under light
traffic load. When traffic flow rates increase to more
than 7 packets/second per CBR flow, the network be-
gins to suffer congestion in all protocols except IGF.

Label Configuration details

SIGF-0 or
SIGF-0-priority

60◦ forwarding area, fixed 5 ms
collection window, choose by
priority, include destination

SIGF-0-random
SIGF-0, but with random candi-
date selection

SIGF-1 or
SIGF-1-reputation

SIGF-0 limited to high reputa-
tion neighbors, α = 5

8
, β = 1

8
,

γ = 1

8
, ζ = 1

8
, Rthreshold = 0.45

SIGF-1-random
SIGF-1, but with random can-
didate selection of nodes above
Rthreshold

SIGF-2
SIGF-0 and SIGF-1 with all
messages authenticated, mes-
sage sequencing, payload en-
cryption

Table 4. Experimental protocol configurations.

Performance in GF degrades along limited intersect-
ing routes, suffering additional congestion caused by
neighbor table update beacons. SIGF suffers conges-
tion since multiple CTS responses are collected by each
ORTS sender. DSR has significant message loss from
its flooded route discovery packets.

IGF saves in communication overhead (shown in
Figure 6(b)) because it does not require beaconing as
in GF. Here the overhead packets are all MAC con-
trol packets including ORTS, CTS and ACK packets.
Under light traffic loads, SIGF has similar communi-
cation overhead as GF, about 15% higher than IGF.
As traffic loads increase, congestion increases the num-
ber of MAC layer collisions in IGF, GF and SIGF, re-
sulting in retransmission attempts that add to the over-
head. In particular, for SIGF the number of CTS pack-
ets increase quickly. DSR has more overhead because
of route discovery packets. Its overhead ultimately di-
minishes because packet loss and the failure of route
discovery packets to return to the source lead to fewer
transmission attempts as messages are dropped early.

Local routing decisions introduce less end-to-end
delay compared with routing protocols that require
complete paths between a source and destination a pri-
ori. Figure 6(c) shows that IGF and SIGF have signifi-
cantly lower end-to-end delay than DSR because DSR
suffers latency awaiting the return of route discovery
packets. This effect becomes less apparent in DSR un-
der heavy traffic because DSR’s low delivery ratio leads
to fewer packets contributing to this metric. Besides
that, we also can see that SIGF causes only a gradual
increase in end-to-end delay (from 59 to 188 ms for
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Figure 6. Baseline performance of routing protocols under increasing CBR traffic load, with no attacks.

SIGF-1) after hitting congestion, even though it col-
lects multiple CTS packets for every ORTS packet.

In summary, IGF has very good performance with-
out attacks—better than GF. The SIGF protocols add
minimal overhead, and though there is little to distin-
guish them in the baseline results, differences become
clear as we add attacks in the next sections.

5.2 Black Hole Attack
To create a black hole, attackers rush their CTS re-
sponses (as described in Section 3.2.1) so that they
are received first by the ORTS sender. If an attacker
is selected as the next hop, it simply drops the packet.
We deal with incorrect locations in the Sybil attack
experiments—here the locations reported are correct.

To eliminate the impact of network congestion, only
a single CBR stream is considered. Node S sends a
stream of packets to node D, shown in Figure 5. One-
hop neighborhoods of S and D, and the direct line
between them are also shown in the figure.

SIGF-0-random and SIGF-0-priority refer to the
configurations shown in Table 4. SIGF-1-random and
SIGF-1-reputation, also detailed in the table, discard
responders whose reputations fall below Rthreshold =
0.45. The former selects among the remaining nodes
randomly, while the latter chooses the remaining node
with the highest routing priority (based on distance,
energy, etc). In both protocols, if no nodes have rep-
utations that exceed the threshold, the node with the
highest reputation is chosen.

We study the effect of the number of attackers and
their locations on the packet delivery ratio in four sce-
narios. Figure 7 shows the performance of IGF and
SIGF, grouped by the particular attack scenario. Re-
sults are nearly identical for CBR flows of 1–10 packets
per second, hence the data shown are for six packets per
second. Error bars in the graph show 95% confidence
intervals on the mean.

In the first scenario, attacker A2 is near the routing
path from source S to destination D (refer to Figure 5).
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Figure 7. Performance under black hole attack scenar-
ios, six pkts/sec CBR flow from S to D.

However, it is not an optimal relay compared with other
nodes, for example A3, which lies closer to the shortest
geographic routing path.

As shown in Figure 7, under a black hole attack the
Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) of IGF becomes zero—it
is unable to deliver a single packet, since the attacker
is always the first responder. SIGF-0-priority, SIGF-1-
reputation, and SIGF-2 all better than 99% PDR: the
former two protocols do not select attacker A2 since it
is not an optimal choice, while the latter discards inau-
thentic messages. Using the random selection method
in SIGF-0-random and SIGF-1-random degrades per-
formance, since A2 will sometimes be chosen to relay
the message. Still, the PDR is maintained at 50% and
79%, respectively.

In the second scenario, attacker A3 creates a black
hole. From the node distribution, A3 is seen to lie
near the optimal route from S to D. Hence, SIGF-0-
priority performs very poorly, with zero PDR, since
it always selects the attacker as the next-hop relay.
SIGF-1-reputation achieves a very high PDR of 98%,
even though it also selects A3, since the reputation
degrades quickly causing other nodes to be selected
instead.
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The combination of attackers A2 and A4 in the third
scenario shows the cumulative effect of two black holes
along the path from S to D. Since neither attacker is
an optimal relay, SIGF protocols using priority, repu-
tation, or authentication maintain PDR of 100%. Ran-
dom selection in SIGF-0-random suffers most, since
packet loss is incurred at two hops along the path. Per-
formance in SIGF-1-random is unchanged at 73%, in-
dicating that the attackers’ reputations eventually de-
grade below Rthreshold and so cease to be among the
neighbors chosen at random to relay.

Finally, attackers A1 and A3 in scenario four are
both optimal relays. Performance degrades for the ran-
domized and reputation-based protocols only slightly,
since the attackers’ reputations degrade to allow other
nodes to be selected more frequently.

We note that unlike the other protocols, results for
SIGF-2 assume an outsider is performing the black hole
attack. In an attack by a compromised node, messages
are not authentic, and the protocol therefore performs
as SIGF-1-reputation does—which is nearly as good.

In summary, SIGF protocols continue to deliver
packets successfully when neighbors perform black
hole attacks. Success rates vary depending on the
amount of state and mechanisms used: SIGF-0 pro-
vides some defense with low PDRs (0–43%), SIGF-1
achieves moderate PDRs (70–99%), and SIGF-2 pro-
vides the best performance (100%).

5.3 Selective Forwarding Attack
If an attacker drops all messages completely, as in the
black hole attack, it runs the risk that neighboring nodes
can quickly conclude that an attack is under way and
use other routes to avoid the attacker. It is more diffi-
cult to detect the attack if messages are selectively sup-
pressed [12].

In this experiment, node A3 lies on the path of mes-
sages from S to D and mounts a selective forwarding
attack. In Figure 8, successful packet delivery is plotted
against an increasing packet drop ratio by the attacker.
Error bars show 95% confidence intervals on the mean.

From zero to 100% dropped packets, IGF and SIGF-0-
priority decline linearly from 100% to zero PDR. The
randomized protocols, SIGF-0-random and SIGF-1-
random, show greater robustness, but still decline to
43% and 76%, respectively. The latter levels off due
to its limited use of reputation. Delivery success for
SIGF-1-reputation dips to 82% when the attacker drops
30% of packets, but improves thereafter since the
packet loss is sufficient to degrade A3’s reputation with
its neighbors. Despite 50% dropped packets, SIGF-1-
reputation has recovered to 96% PDR. SIGF-2 discards
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Figure 8. Performance under selective forwarding at-
tack by A3 for increasing packet drop ratios.

all inauthentic messages, reliably achieving a 100%
PDR.

Here we clearly see the ability of SIGF-1-reputation
to adapt to worsening attacks, using history to learn
to avoid unproductive neighbors. All the SIGF proto-
cols react smoothly, without discontinuities or phase
changes that may lead to unpredictable runtime behav-
ior.

5.4 Sybil Attack
Now we evaluate our secure routing protocol under
a Sybil attack by node A3. Figures 9–11 show the
experimental results from the different scenarios we
describe.

In the first scenario, attacker A3 creates six Sybil
nodes randomly located about itself in a circle with a
radius of the radio transmission range, the Sybil distri-
bution radius. Each virtual node performs a black hole
attack when the attacker receives an ORTS message.
The locations of its virtual nodes are fixed to improve
their reputations, since location inconsistency is penal-
ized according to weight γ in Equation 1.
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Figure 9. Performance under Sybil attack by A3, with
six fixed-location virtual nodes.

Despite the Sybil black hole attack, SIGF-2 and
SIGF-1-reputation achieve high packet delivery ratios,
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as shown in Figure 9. In SIGF-2, the attacker and its
virtual Sybil nodes fail authentication, hence PDR is
near 100%. In SIGF-1-reputation, Sybil nodes’ reputa-
tions degrade quickly because they drop or modify the
packets, resulting in a PDR of about 84%. Random-
ized protocols fare worse, but still achieve 26% and
35% PDRs. Overall, delivery ratios are less than in the
single-node black hole attacks (Section 5.2) due both
to more attackers and to network congestion caused by
the Sybil neighbors.
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Figure 10. Performance under Sybil attack by A3,
with increasing number of virtual nodes.

When the number of virtual Sybil nodes increases,
the delivery ratio is reduced because a Sybil node is
more likely to be chosen as the next-hop relay. In the
second scenario we simulated an increasing number of
fake Sybil nodes to determine their impact on perfor-
mance. Figure 10 shows the results. Although delivery
ratios decline overall as the attacker uses more Sybil
nodes, SIGF-1-reputation stabilizes for more than four
Sybil nodes at about 80% PDR.

An attacker can maximize the impact of its virtual
Sybil nodes by “locating” them entirely within the for-
warding area of a nearby message stream, if possible.
In the last scenario, we examine the delivery ratio for
increasing Sybil distribution radii.

When the Sybil distribution radius is small, the at-
tack is more effective if the attacker is close to the opti-
mal forwarding path for a message stream. Such is the
case here, in which A3 is the Sybil attacker. We ob-
serve a clustered PDR of about 30–34% for all but IGF
and SIGF-2 (see Figure 11). Larger radii decrease the
attack’s effectiveness (PDR improves to 58% or better)
since fewer virtual Sybil nodes are in contention for re-
laying. These effects would be opposite for an attacker
farther away from a message stream.

Together, these scenarios show that SIGF-0 and
SIGF-1 can defend against Sybil attacks without re-
quiring the initialization, synchronization, and state
maintenance overhead of SIGF-2’s use of authentica-
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Figure 11. Performance under Sybil attack by A3,
when virtual nodes are distributed in circles of increas-
ing radii.

tion. Although performance is best for SIGF-2, this
may pose an acceptable tradeoff if the threat of Sybil
attacks is low.

5.5 ORTS Replay DoS Attack
An attacker may capture and replay an ORTS message
to cause a denial of service attack. For each ORTS
message, this monopolizes the channel which may not
be used except for collection of CTS messages from
neighboring nodes.

In this experiment, node A3 replays an old ORTS
message every 100 ms while messages are in transit
between S and D. Figure 12 shows that IGF, SIGF-0,
and SIGF-1 are unable to defend against the attack,
with less than 8% PDR in all cases. The congestion
caused by the attacker’s denial of service causes almost
all packets to be dropped in the neighborhood of the
attacker.
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Figure 12. Performance under ORTS Replay attack by
A3, which replays an old ORTS every 100 ms.

Only SIGF-2 can determine that the message is
inauthentic by examining the sequence number con-
tained in it. The congestion causes a mere 10% loss of
PDR. As with many denial of service attacks [22], de-
fense against the ORTS Replay is difficult without the
stronger guarantees of SIGF-2.
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Figure 13. Performance for CTS Replay attack by A3.

5.6 CTS Replay DoS Attack
In a CTS Replay attack, a node attempts to disrupt for-
warding by causing other nodes to abort the protocol
early. Or, the attacker may attempt to damage the repu-
tation of a neighboring node by replaying old CTS mes-
sages, even if the neighbor is not currently responding.

In this experiment, for each ORTS message node A3
replays a legitimate CTS overheard from a neighbor.
Figure 13 shows that this attack is much less damaging
than the previous. Although IGF and SIGF-0-priority
are fooled, SIGF-2 and SIGF-1-reputation are not. In
between are the protocols that select relays randomly.
These suffer from the attack, but still allow 42% or 71%
of messages to be delivered.

6. Related Work
Although many secure routing protocols have been de-
veloped for ad-hoc networks, these are not directly ap-
plicable for several reasons. Some protocols (ARAN
[21], SAODV [23], et al. [24, 16]) use public-key cryp-
tography, which is not considered to be memory and
energy efficient enough for frequent use in sensor net-
works. Recent implementations of elliptic-curve algo-
rithms on sensor devices may allow for their infrequent
use, but symmetric cryptography-based algorithms are
still desirable for their greater efficiency [17].

Some protocols use symmetric cryptography or
hashing, but require maintenance of routing tables by
online distance-vector algorithms (SEAD [7]) or on-
demand multi-hop route discovery and caching (Ari-
adne [8], SRP [19]). For large-scale networks, this re-
quires non-trivial consumption of memory and energy
for the storage and update of routes to remote nodes. It
also increases the “surface area” for security attacks.

Other work (e.g., SPINS [20], TinySec [11]) pro-
vides secure channels for use by otherwise unsecured
protocols. They may be used to establish basic shortest-
path routing trees (as described in SPINS), but are in-
adequate defenses when nodes are compromised.

INSENS [3] is designed to tolerate node compro-
mise and uses a variety of efficient mechanisms to es-
tablish routing. However, it is limited to routing up-
stream messages from nodes to base stations, using
centralized topology collection and route computation.

Rather than maintain routing tables, SIGF chooses
the next hop dynamically and non-deterministically.
This contains the effect of compromise to a local neigh-
borhood, increases robustness to node mobility and
failure, and spreads energy drain more evenly across
neighbors. Even without using symmetric cryptogra-
phy, SIGF-0 and SIGF-1 achieve good performance un-
der the attacks discussed in Section 3.

In addition to plain geographic forwarding (GF) [5]
and IGF [1], on which SIGF is based, other geography-
based routing algorithms have been proposed. GPSR
and descendents [13, 14] extend GF to route around
voids by traversing faces of a planar subgraph until
greedy forwarding can resume. SIGF inherits a mech-
anism from IGF for handling forwarding failure, and
many of the other techniques that have been proposed
could be applied in the local or shared state contexts.
ZRP [6] divides the network into variably-sized zones
and allows different algorithms for intra- and inter-zone
routing. These protocols are lightweight and efficient,
but do not consider security.

7. Conclusion
We have presented SIGF (Secure Implicit Geographic
Forwarding), a secure routing protocol family for wire-
less sensor networks that builds atop the inherently
attack-containing, dynamic binding of IGF. Rather than
maintain routing tables, SIGF chooses the next hop
dynamically and non-deterministically. This contains
the effect of compromise to a local neighborhood, in-
creases robustness to node mobility and failure, and
spreads energy drain more evenly across neighbors.

SIGF-0 keeps no state, but uses probabilistic means
to avoid selecting an attacker for routing. SIGF-1 adds
locally maintained reputations for dynamically dis-
covered neighbors, using them to select well-behaved
relays. SIGF-2 adds more traditional sequencing and
cryptographic mechanisms for authentication, but at
the greatest cost of resources.

We evaluated SIGF without attacks for base per-
formance, and with black hole, selective forwarding,
Sybil, and denial of service attacks. We showed that
even without using symmetric cryptography, SIGF-0
is able to defend against many attacks with no state,
and SIGF-1 achieves high PDRs by maintaining rep-
utations of neighbors. This allows efficient operation
when no attacks are present, and good enough security
when they are.
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